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the Opera House in Lwow ; again in the winter months in
the United States, where " Manru " was first produced at
the Metropolitan in New York, with Sembrich-Kochanska
in the leading role, and still again in the following months in
Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago and other American towns.
If Paderewski had not yet realized his position in the musical
world, the anxiety with which the leading opera houses "
tried to secure cc Manru " must have made it clear to him.
The libretto was written under Paderewski's supervision by
Alfred Nossig in German.   The subject was taken from a
popular Polish novel by Kraszewski, "The Cabin behind the
Village."    The opera had a character, partly national,
partly gypsy, which suited the romantic and symbolical
subject.   But the musical character of this dramatic love
story between the peasant girl Ulana and the gypsy leader
Manru was based on Richard Wagner.   The press was
sympathetic, but in the words of Baughan, " some of the
critics were reminded of Bizet;   others noted a strong
likeness to Wagner."   There was, in fact, so much trite
drawing of analogies amongst the critics that Paderewski
felt compelled to state in an interview his attitude towards
operatic composition in general.    He said : "In music
absolute originality does not exist, it is the temperament of
the composer that makes his work.   In method one cannot
help but follow those who have gone before.   When a great
genius like Wagner introduces a method that will give better
expression to an idea, it is not only a sin not to follow it,
but it is a duty to follow it. ...  A piece of music must be
built like a house or a church.   You would not accuse an
architect of being a copyist if he put windows in a house,
would you . . . ? "
But if there was a natural and unconscious assimilation of
foreign elements in Paderewski's composing, there was also a
talent which could consciously adopt and recreate an alien
spirit as well as an alien form. That natural talent, coupled
with his quick intelligence, enabled him to create music which
lay outside his national sphere and which expressed the

